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Design Theory
One of USA Today's “100 Books to Read While Stuck at Home During the
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Coronavirus Crisis” A dazzling gift, the unforgettable, unknown history of colors
and the vivid stories behind them in a beautiful multi-colored volume. “Beautifully
written . . . Full of anecdotes and fascinating research, this elegant compendium
has all the answers.” —NPR, Best Books of 2017 The Secret Lives of Color tells the
unusual stories of seventy-five fascinating shades, dyes, and hues. From blonde to
ginger, the brown that changed the way battles were fought to the white that
protected against the plague, Picasso’s blue period to the charcoal on the cave
walls at Lascaux, acid yellow to kelly green, and from scarlet women to imperial
purple, these surprising stories run like a bright thread throughout history. In this
book, Kassia St. Clair has turned her lifelong obsession with colors and where they
come from (whether Van Gogh’s chrome yellow sunflowers or punk’s fluorescent
pink) into a unique study of human civilization. Across fashion and politics, art and
war, the secret lives of color tell the vivid story of our culture. “This passionate and
majestic compedium will leave you bathed in the gorgeous optics of light.” —Elle

Color Theory and Modeling for Computer Graphics,
Visualization, and Multimedia Applications
This textbook presents the core of recent advances in design theory and its
implications for design methods and design organization. Providing a unified
perspective on different design methods and approaches, from the most classic
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(systematic design) to the most advanced (C-K theory), it offers a unique and
integrated presentation of traditional and contemporary theories in the field.
Examining the principles of each theory, this guide utilizes numerous real life
industrial applications, with clear links to engineering design, industrial design,
management, economics, psychology and creativity. Containing a section of exams
with detailed answers, it is useful for courses in design theory, engineering design
and advanced innovation management. "Students and professors, practitioners
and researchers in diverse disciplines, interested in design, will find in this book a
rich and vital source for studying fundamental design methods and tools as well as
the most advanced design theories that work in practice". Professor Yoram Reich,
Tel Aviv University, Editor-in-Chief, Research In Engineering Design. "Twenty years
of research in design theory and engineering have shown that training in creative
design is indeed possible and offers remarkably operational methods - this book is
indispensable for all leaders and practitioners who wish to strengthen
theinnovation capacity of their company." Pascal Daloz, Executive Vice President,
Dassault Systèmes

Color
If you're from the "I don't know zip about color - but I know what I like" school of
color theory, this book's for you. You won't find color wheels or lectures on color
harmony here . . . just 500+ tried-and-true color combinations derived from actual
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design work - posters, packages, even giftware - created over the past century by
designers, artists and color experts. You'll find historical color combinations from
the Victorian period, Art Deco era, Far-out Sixties, Rave craze - plus current color
combinations, such as limited color, "bad color" and much more. Even if you don't
know what you're looking for, you'll know it when you see it here. It's not just what
colors you use, but how you use them. That's why the color combinations in this
book are arranged in simple, sample layouts rather than pages of out-of-context
swatches. Complete with color formulas in CMYK, these layouts show you which
colors work for backgrounds, borders, type, outlines, panels and small text, so you
can easily adapt them to your designs.

Playing with Color
THE PERCEPTION, UNDERSTANDING, AND USES OF COLOR—EXPANDED AND
REFRESHED Understanding Color is an essential resource for those needing to
become proficient in color for business applications. The peerless treatment of this
critical subject is beautifully illustrated with real-world examples. Designers have
turned to this guide for nearly a generation for its authoritative and accessible
instruction. The knowledge contained in this book sets you apart from other
designers by enabling you to: Contribute more effectively to discussions on color
harmony, complete with a vocabulary that enables in-depth understanding of hue,
value, and saturation Apply the most-up-to-date information on digital color to your
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projects Address issues involved when colors must be translated from one medium
to another Troubleshoot and overcome today's most common challenges of
working with color Full-color images showcase real design examples and a
companion website features a digital workbook for reinforcing color concepts. From
theory and practical implementation to the business and marketing aspects,
Understanding Color helps you gain a deep and discriminating awareness of color.

Colour for Architecture Today
Given its importance in analysing and influencing the world around us, an
understanding of colour is a vital tool in any design process. Colour design provides
a comprehensive review of the issues surrounding the use of colour, from the
fundamental principles of what colour is to its important applications across a vast
range of industries. Part one covers the main principles and theories of colour,
focusing on the human visual system and the psychology of colour perception. Part
two goes on to review colour measurement and description, including
consideration of international standards, approval methods for textiles and
lithographic printing, and colour communication issues. Forecasting colour trends
and methods for design enhancement are then discussed in part three along with
the history of colour theory, dyes and pigments, and an overview of dye and print
techniques. Finally, part four considers the use of colour across a range of specific
applications, from fashion, art and interiors, to food and website design. With its
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distinguished editor and international team of contributors, Colour design is an
invaluable reference tool for all those researching or working with colour and
design in any capacity. Provides a comprehensive review of the issues surrounding
the use of colour in textiles Discusses the application of colour across a vast range
of industries Chapters cover the theories, measurement and description of colour,
forecasting colour trends and methods for design enhancement

Principles of Color
Colour Design: Theories and Applications, Second Edition, provides information on
a broad spectrum of colour subjects written by seasoned industry professionals
and academics. It is a multidisciplinary book that addresses the use of colour
across a range of industries, with a particular focus on textile colouration. Part One
deals with the human visual system, colour perception and colour psychology,
while Part Two focuses on the practical application of colour in design, including
specifically in textiles and fashion. Part Three covers cultural and historical aspects
of colour, as well as recent developments, addressing areas such as dyes and
pigments, architecture, colour theory, virtual reality games, colour printing,
website development, and sustainability. This revised, expanded, and updated
edition reflects recent technological developments, and new industry priorities.
Bringing together the science of colouration and the more artistic elements of
design, this book supports students, academics, and industry professionals in
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developing a deep knowledge of colour use. It will also be an important reference
for those involved in textile dyeing, design and manufacture. Provides a
comprehensive review of the issues surrounding the use of color in textiles
Discusses the application of color across a wide range of industries, supporting
interdisciplinary knowledge and research Offers a revised, expanded, and updated
look that reflects the rise of new technology and industry priorities

Nanotechnology in Textiles
My aim in this introductory text is to present a comprehensible discussion of
certain technical topics and recent developments in color science that I believe are
of real interest to artists and designers. I treat a number of applications of this
knowledge, for example in selection and use of colorants (pigments and dyes) and
light. Early in the book I discuss what color is and what its characteristics are. This
is followed by a chapter on pertinent aspects of light, light as the stimulus that
causes the perception of color. Then the subject of the colors of opaque and
transparent, nonfluorescent and fluorescent materials is taken up. There are
sections on color matching, color mixture, and color primaries. Chapter 6
introduces the basic ideas that underlie the universal method (CIE) of color
specification. Later chapters show how these ideas have been extended to serve
other purposes such as systematic color naming, de termining complementary
colors, mixing colored lights, and demonstrating the limitations of color gamuts of
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colorants. The Munsell and the Ostwald color systems and the Natural Colour
System (Sweden) are explained, and the new Uniform Color Scales (Optical Society
of America) are described. Color specification itself is a broad topic. The
information presented here is relevant in art and design, for those who work with
pigments and dyes or with products that contain them, such as paints, printing
inks, plastics, glasses, mosaic tesserae, etc.

Colour Design
Colour is one of the most complex elements of design and it is also what people
respond to first on an emotional level, whether they are surveying a restaurant
interior or browsing an online catalogue. An in-depth understanding of colour is
one of the most important and useful assets available to a visual professional.
Working successfully with colour in a global community involves understanding
colour theory and psychology, as well as geographical and historical reference.
This information is covered thoroughly, with clear and precise explanations and
examples. Colour: The Professional's Guide is comprehensive, offering informative
techniques, examples, inspiration and, above all, exemplary solutions to fit the
designer's every need, whatever their discipline. Beautifully illustrated with over
300 colour images, this guide removes the grey areas from the full colour world of
contemporary design, providing designers from all disciplines with everything they
need to become true, confident colourists.
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Colour
Four out of 10 North Americans read their horoscope daily, 10 out of 10 have a
birthday, and almost all of them see the world in living colour.Colorstrology,
already with a highly successful website at colorstrology.com, infuses elements of
astrology and numerology with the spirituality of colour to create a colour profile
for every day of the year. Cleverly packaged with 32 pages of perforated colour
chips, this new genre of metaphysical fun will bridge the consumer gap between
the house-proud urbanite and the barefoot spiritualist.Colorstrology, the company,
is rolling out an entire line of branded products, from cosmetics and jewellery to
cards and flowers, but this is the only comprehensive book available by the author
who New York magazine calls a "must-see phenomenon."

Designer's Color Manual
This book provides an overview of the application of color theory concepts to
digital media and visualization. It highlights specific color concepts like color
harmony and shows how to apply the concept with case study examples and usage
of actual online and mobile color tools. Color deficiencies are reviewed and
discussed are color tools for examining how a specific color map design will look to
someone with the deficiency. Other books on color examine artists' use of color,
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color management, or color science. This book applies fundamental color concepts
to digital media and visualization solutions. It is intended for digital media and
visualization content creators and developers.

Designing with Color
Argues that the reason artists have difficulty with color is because the accepted
primary color scheme is wrong and suggests an alternative approach using cyan,
magenta, and yellow.

Textile and Clothing Design Technology
The author of The New Drawing on the Right Side of the Brain distills the complext
principles of color theory into a practical, easy-to-follow method of working with
color to produce harmonious and pleasing combinations, explaining how to see and
use color and how to mix and combine hues. Simultaneous. One Spirit & QPB.

Color Theory
What role does colour play in our built environment? How are our attitudes to
colour changing? What potential do new technologies bring for the use of colour
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and light in architecture? Combining real examples from practice with colour
theory, this book will help you to fully understand the role and impact of colour in
our urban spaces. Contributions from leading architects Will Alsop, Legorreta and
Legorreta, John Outram, Sauerbruch Hutton and Neuterlings Riedijk accompany
those from artists Alain Bony and Yann Kersalé, and from colour researchers such
as Kristina Enberg and Anders Hård, who developed the Natural Colour System.
Topics include: how and why we see colour methodologies in the documentation of
traditional colours the development of new urban palettes recent colour
psychology research the effect of light levels on human behaviour dramatic colour
effects achievable with light guidelines for future deployment of colour in the built
environment. This is a sequel to the immensely influential Colour for Architecture,
published in 1976. Much has changed in 30 years; new cutting edge technologies
and materials have emerged allowing architects to experiment with colour and
light in an energy efficient and sustainable way, paving the way for a more
colourful and exciting built environment.

Colour
In depth demonstrations teach how to interpret the basic shapes of the head and
facial features. Everyone who paints or draws portraits worries most about one
thing: getting an accurate likeness. But getting a likeness doesn't take genius and
isn't based on a bag of tricks. It's really a matter of learning to use a logical
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procedure, based on careful observation of the subject, and then lots of practice.
Drawing a Likeness is divided into three parts. In the first part you learn how to
analyze a head--how to recognize the basic shapes and their variations, and place
the features within the larger form of the head. Drawings of many different
subjects serve as examples. In the second part, the actual drawing procedure is
analyzed in minute detail as three different-shaped heads--oval, rectangular, and
round--are drawn. Each of these three demonstrations contains a photograph of
the subject and develops the portrait in great detail (45 actual steps) right down to
the finished drawing. In the third part of the book, you learn how to use different
combinations of drawing materials to create a wide range of effects: charcoal,
Conté, and carbon pencils on both gray and white charcoal paper, graphite pencils
on illustration board, soft and hard charcoal sticks and pencils on smooth board,
charcoal and carbon pencil worked over acrylic-gessoed chipboard. There are six
demonstrations in this section showing how to draw men and women of different
ages. Each demonstration has ten steps, one per page, and includes a photograph
of the subject. Drawing a Likeness is a basic, practical book for anyone who has
ever tried to draw or paint a portrait--students, amateurs, professionals, and
teachers.

Color Vision and Colorimetry
Taking a practical approach to color, Color: A workshop for artists and designers is
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an invaluable resource for art students and professionals alike. With its sequence
of specially designed assignments and in-depth discussions, it effectively bridges
the gap betweencolor theory and practice to inspire confidence and understanding
in anyone who works with color.Generously illustrated - including all-new,
contemporary examples - this book provides a unique set of tools that make the
complex theory of color accessible and practical.

Understanding Color
Cover subtitle: An Essential guide to color-- from basic principles to practical
applications.

Color Theory and Its Application in Art and Design
This new text connects color theory with its practical application in twodimensional visual disciplines--graphic design, illustration, painting, textile art, and
textile design. Fundamental color concepts are explored in a series of sixteen
painted studies that guide students through a variety of color experiences. The
lesson sequence moves logically from basic structural concepts, through
experiments with color applications, to scenarios that facilitate color unity and
expression.
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Design Fundamentals
This textbook/workbook trains students' eyes to develop a visual understanding of
color and the principles of design through guided observation and engaging
activities. Lavishly illustrated with full-color graphics and photos, the book
demonstrates how color and other design elements are combined in nature and
the visual arts. Part One presents color, the most immediately noticeable element
of design. Part Two integrates color with the other design elements and shows how
they interact according to the principles of design. Students can apply their
learning by completing a series of activities and record their work with photos for
future reference.

The Designer's Guide to Color Combinations
The measurement of colour is important in many commercial operations and
professions, such as bleaching and colouration of textiles, applications of paints,
dentistry and colouration of food products. This book will discuss colour
measurement theories, the latest technological and scientific developments of
measuring colour and the applications of colour measurement. Part one reviews
the underlying theories, principles and methods of how to measure colour. It
includes topics such as expressing colours numerically, camera based colour
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measurement, colour shade sorting and determining and improving the accuracy
of colour measurement. Part two presents a selection of industrial applications
illustrating the use of colour measurement in textiles, paint, teeth, hair and food.
With its international range of contributors, Colour measurement: Principles,
advances and industrial applications is beneficial to a variety of readers such as
colour technologists, colour quality inspectors, product developers, dentists,
cosmetologists and anyone who uses colour in their work. It will also be a valuable
reference for academics and students studying design, fashion or colour related
subjects. Discusses colour measurement theories and the latest technological and
scientific developments of measuring colour Case studies illustrate camera based
colour measurement and review visual and instrumental evaluation of whiteness
and yellowness applications in industries including cosmetics and dentistry
Motivations for colour measurement are explored to answer questions raised as to
why colours do not match and explain factors such as wet and dry fabric
differences

Colour: The Professional's Guide
Discusses color relationships and the color wheel, tells how to develop color
schemes, and shows a variety of paintings
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Colour Design
Color
In the textile industry, there is a pressing need for people who can facilitate the
translation of creative solutions from designers into manufacturing language and
data. The design technologist has to understand the elements and principles
employed by designers and how these change for various textile media. One must
also have a good understanding of the processes, materials and products for which
the textile designer is required to produce creative solutions. This book will be for
designers wishing to improve their technological knowledge, technologists wishing
to understand the design process, and anyone else who seeks to work at this
design-technology interface. Key Features: • Provides a comprehensive
information about textile production, apparel production and the design aspects of
both textile and apparel production. • Fills the traditional gap between design and
manufacture changing with advanced technologies. • Includes brief summary of
spinning, weaving, chemical processing and garmenting. • Facilitates translation of
creative solutions from designers into manufacturing language and data. • Covers
set of workshop activities.
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Color Psychology. Meanings. Theory. Types of Colors
➠ Learn the secrets of color psychology. And bring your "color knowledge" at
Champions League level." This book contains everything you need to know about
color psychology, color theory, meaning of colors, and color types. Welcome to a
great resource for color psychology. In this book, color psychology is treated in
much greater detail - with many other applications.Until now, most of the
information was plagued with pseudoscience (Pure anecdotal knowledge). To
correct these inaccuracies, I worked through 50 scientific studies on color. In the
end, I found some interesting but credible results. Marketers, designers,
salespeople or people who loves colors - here you will find a scientific reading with
beautiful pictures that will bring your knowledge of colors to expert status. You will
learn in this book, among other things: ✔ What meanings the colors have and why
they have it. ✔ Which colors you should use to design your products or objects. ✔
Which colors are best for the particular audience? ✔ Which colors are more
attractive. ✔ Tips & Tricks for Marketers, Designers, Salespeople, Entrepreneurs
etc. For whom this book is nothing: ✘ People who are not interested in color
design. ✘ People who see everything "black and white". How can you read this
book? * With the free Kindle app, you can read this eBook even without Kindle
Reader on your PC, smartphone or tablet. * As paperback with over 60 pages (color
print of course!). ★100% money back guarantee★ → If you are dissatisfied with the
book, you can return it to amazon within 7 days and get back the full purchase
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price. → Your risk is zero! "The best color in the world is the one that looks good on
you." -Coco Chanel-

Colour Measurement
Woven Textiles: Principles, Technologies and Applications, Second Edition, is an
essential guide to woven textiles. This new edition is updated and expanded to
include major new application areas, as well as the latest developments and
innovations in terms of fibers, yarns, fabrics, machinery and technology. Sections
cover fibers and yarns used for weaving, key preparatory techniques, the
fundamentals of weaving technology, the characteristics of woven structures, the
use of computer assisted design (CAD) systems, techniques for modelling the
structure of woven fabrics, methods for the manufacture of 3D woven structures,
and the application of woven textiles in a range of technologies. With its
distinguished editor and international team of expert contributors, this second
edition will be an indispensable guide for all designers, engineers and technicians
involved in the design, manufacture and use of woven textiles, as well as for
academics and researchers in the field of textiles. Provides extensive coverage of
woven textiles, including their preparation, manufacture, woven structures and
characteristics Presents the latest technical applications of woven textiles, such as
transportation, geotextiles, medical applications, sports and leisure, filtration, and
composite structures Enables the reader to understand the latest technological
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advances in the area of woven textiles

Color Problems
This book focuses on mobile learning design from both theoretical and practical
perspectives. It introduces and discusses how mobile learning can be effectively
integrated into curricula, highlighting the design of four key components of
learning-centric pedagogy: Resource, Activity, Support and Evaluation in the
context of mobile learning. It also investigates the learning theories underpinning
mobile learning design, and includes case studies in different contexts. It provides
practical insights that allow teachers to change and transform teaching practices
using mobile technology. Anyone involved in mobile-technology enhanced learning
and teaching will find this book both informative and useful.

Color Choices
Integrating important elements of color theory, practice, and application, this
comprehensive designer's reference explores a broad spectrum of issues in
graphic design in both print and digital media, covering such topics as historical
color systems, color in art, the psychology of color, color and interior design, digital
rendering, and more, all enhanced with more than one thousand color images.
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Original. 15,000 first printing.

Digital Foundations
CONTEMPORARY COLOR is back with a beautifully produced and lavishly illustrated
second edition! Combining a solid grounding in traditional color theory and a
thorough exploration of effective color use in digital applications and 3D design
work, this introduction to contemporary color text is a must have for all art
students. Written by a leading design educator and artist whose work is widely
exhibited, this text features a balanced examination of essential theory and its
practical application using today's cutting-edge technology. Contemporary Color,
second edition covers a wide range of topics including all the basics on color
theory, while also examining the latest on digital color, 3D design, and variations in
color across nations and cultures. To complement this inclusive content, the text
features thought-provoking discussions of the psychological impact of color, the
future of color, creativity, and best practices for students and working artists. A
vast collection of vivid images, drawn from both classical and contemporary artists,
rounds out the text with powerful examples to illustrate applied color theory in all
of its dazzling diversity. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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Color Theory
Complete, practical guide to handling colour graphics on the desktop for Mac and
PC - from the scanning, creation and manipulation of images to processing for
different colour output devices. Keep this handy book on your desk to help you
achieve more professional-looking results in colour for a wide variety of tasks. An
accompanying CD-ROM allows you to view practical examples of colour techniques
in graphic design on the screen, demonstrating the techniques described in the
book. The underlying principles of digital colour are explained in detail: · colour
models · ways in which scanners, monitors and printers handle colour · system
calibration methods · colour management processes · colour processing features in
software · colour conversions Practical examples of colour techniques in graphic
design are illustrated using a variety of software applications: Photoshop, Fractal
Painter, Ray Dream Studio, Illustrator, Freehand, CorelDraw, Fractal Poser and
Metatools Bryce. The examples are conducted through a series of workshops
leading you through a variety of processes. Ken Pender is a freelance designer. He
was, for many years, a Manager with IBM, including four years as Manager of their
European Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technology Centre in Germany. He
is also author of 'Digital Graphic Design' and 'Digital Video for the Desktop' for
Focal Press.
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HCI OUTDOORS
Design Fundamentals: Notes on Type looks like a design student's sketchbook with
handwritten notes and full-color, hand-drawn illustrations. But it's more than that.
This gorgeously illustrated “notebook” is a full-blown typography course in
disguise. Young designers are lured in by the lush graphics and quirky layout only
to discover by the end of the book that they've learned all of the key concepts
taught in a foundational course on type. They'll learn about the history of
letterforms, the anatomy and physiology of type, the basics of measurements and
spacing, how to recognize and choose type for design projects, and more. Fun and
fast-paced, this creative notebook isn't required reading, it's desired reading; and
it's the third in a series of Design Fundamentals books that students will want to
keep and enjoy long after they've mastered these basic building blocks of design.
This book includes: • Core instruction on the history, anatomy, and structure of
type • Direction on the basics of measurement and spacing: leading, kerning,
indents, and line lengths both in text and display sizes, and optical measurement
considerations. • Examination of the use, mood, and “voice” of type as seen in
creative work and professional examples • Exercises and projects for practice and
concept development • Strange and delightful illustrations created specifically for
this book (to inspire action) • A companion website stocked with additional
projects, a bibliography, glossary, and links to additional visual examples.
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Woven Textiles
Playing with Color is a highly accessible, fun approach to learning color application
and principles. This hands-on book begins with an introduction to the philosophy of
learning through the process of play. It then leads to a series of experimental
design projects with an emphasis on color, providing the reader with a
â€œtoolkitâ€? of ideas and skills. The awareness and sensitivity to form, color,
material and craft gained through these visual experiments will increase the
designerâ€™s confidence in their personal and professional design work. This book
can be used in the classroom or independently, and readers can go directly to
exercises that appeal to them.

Colour Design
Color is an integral part of any design solution. Design Elements, Color
Fundamentals is an essential resource for designers who want to create
memorable design and successfully communicate with their audience. It is the
second book in Rockport's Design Elements series, which focuses on the core
elements of design. With this book, designers will: â€”Learn how to effectively
communicate with color and integrate color with type and image to affect meaning
and create order â€”See how known pairings and selection methods can be used in
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real-world projects â€”Explore hundreds of visual examples, illustrating how
effective color combinations can be applied to any project, across media, and in
diverse, cultural, and geographic situations â€”Realize the basic tenets of color
theory as it is broken down into clear and actionable directives â€”Uncover tips
and techniques for using color in client-based design work Discover the basic rules
for working with color as well as when it's OK to break the rules with Design
Elements, Color Fundamentals!

Colorstrology
Color Theory and Modeling for Computer Graphics, Visualization, and Multimedia
Applications deals with color vision and visual computing. This book provides an
overview of the human visual system with an emphasis on color vision and
perception. The book then goes on to discuss how human color vision and
perception are applied in several applications using computer-generated displays,
such as computer graphics and information and data visualization. Color Theory
and Modeling for Computer Graphics, Visualization, and Multimedia Applications is
suitable as a secondary text for a graduate-level course on computer graphics,
computer imaging, or multimedia computing and as a reference for researchers
and practitioners developing computer graphics and multimedia applications.
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Color Theory Made Easy
Fuses design fundamentals and software training into one cohesive book ! The only
book to teach Bauhaus design principles alongside basic digital tools of Adobe's
Creative Suite, including the recently released Adobe CS4 Addresses the growing
trend of compressing design fundamentals and design software into the same
course in universities and design trade schools. Lessons are timed to be used in
50-minute class sessions. Digital Foundations uses formal exercises of the Bauhaus
to teach the Adobe Creative Suite. All students of digital design and
production—whether learning in a classroom or on their own—need to understand
the basic principles of design in order to implement them using current software.
Far too often design is left out of books that teach software. Consequently, the
design software training exercise is often a lost opportunity for visual learning.
Digital Foundations reinvigorates software training by integrating Bauhaus design
exercises into tutorials fusing design fundamentals and core Adobe Creative Suite
methodologies. The result is a cohesive learning experience. Design topics and
principles include: Composition; Symmetry and Asymmetry; Gestalt; Appropriation;
The Bauhaus Basic Course Approach; Color Theory; The Grid; Scale, Hierarchy and
Collage; Tonal Range; Elements of Motion. Digital Foundations is an AIGA Design
Press book, published under Peachpit's New Riders imprint in partnership with
AIGA, the professional association for design.
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Design Elements, Color Fundamentals
Demystifying its subject for professionals and students alike, this title inspires
confidence in colour's application to graphic design, illustration, painting, textile
art, and textile design.

Applying Color Theory to Digital Media and Visualization
The Secret Lives of Color
Digital Colour in Graphic Design
This second edition has been rewritten, updated, and enlarged, describing the
basic principles of color vision and colorimetry. The history of color is described,
along with the main methods used to measure color and their associated color
systems, and the human eye and its color detectors are explained with some
detail. The book has been written with students in an introductory color course in
mind, but those who have experience in the field will also benefit from the
compendium of data within.
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Contemporary Color: Theory and Use
An elementary work on color, dealing with traditional principles of harmony as well
as advanced principles derived from modern studies of the psychology of human
color perception. Mr. Birren tells a well-organized story of how to achieve harmony
with color, beginning with a chapter on color circles and proceeding to a
straightforward discussion of traditional principles of color harmony and how they
were accepted in the past.

On Color
A brilliant and bold look at the role of color in our lives

Mobile Learning Design
Nanotechnology in Textiles: Theory and Application explains how conventional
methods for treating fabrics for specific functions can by improved upon with the
use of nanotechnology. Overviews of relevant, fundamental nanophysics and
nanochemistry theory are provided, along with explanations of their application in
textile finishing, providing a crucial resource for readers exploring this expanding
frontier in textiles. The book draws on research from around the globe to address
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the latest nanotechnological developments that are all examined with references
to industrial applications. Provides a complete, theoretical overview of
nanotechnology and nanofibers for those with materials science or engineering
backgrounds Covers a broad range of topics, including aerogels, polymer
nanocomposites, nanohazards, and electrospinning Looks ahead to emerging
applications of nanotechnology in textiles to point the way for further research and
innovation
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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